The Dehn property for a complex is that every non-trivial disk diagram has spurs or shells. It implies a linear isoperimetric inequality. It has been conjectured that the same is true of a more general property which also allows cutcells. We give counterexamples.
2 is a finite contractible 2-complex. The boundary path ∂ p D is the attaching map of the 2-cell R ∞ giving the decomposition S 2 = D ∪ R ∞ . A disk diagram in a 2-complex X is a combinatorial map D → X . It is minimal area if it contains the minimum number of 2-cells among all D → X with the same restriction to ∂ p D . Minimal diagrams are reduced: there do not exist adjacent 'back-to-back' 2-cells in D overlapping in at least an edge e , mapping to the same cell in X with the same induced edge sequence on the boundaries starting from e . A spur is a valence 1 vertex in ∂ D . A shell is a 2-cell R for which more than half the perimeter forms a contiguous segment of the boundary attaching map ∂ p D . An X in which every minimal nontrivial disk diagram contains a shell or spur is said to satisfy the Dehn property.
Removing a shell R (more precisely, removing the interior of R from D and the longer portion of the boundary) decreases the area of D by one and the perimeter by at least one. Removing a 1-cell S leading to a spur (more precisely, taking the closure of D − S ) decreases perimeter by two. So the Dehn property gives rises to a linear isoperimetric inequality: that is, there exists K > 0 (in this case K = 1) such that every nullhomotopic egde-loop in X (equivalently, every edge-loop in the universal cover ‹ X ) of length at most n admits a disk diagram with at most K n 2-cells.
(We do not consider our 2-complexes X , disk diagrams, or the boundary circuits of the 2-cells that comprise them to have base points.) Gaster and Wise [1] declare that a 2-complex X satisfies the generalized Dehn property if each minimal disk diagram D → X is either a single 0-, 1-, or 2-cell, or contains a spur, shell, or cutcell-a type of 2-cell which we shall describe momentarily. They conjecture [1, Conjecture 2.2] that if X is a compact 2-complex with this property, then its universal cover ‹ X enjoys a linear isoperimetric inequality. The likely intuition behind the conjecture is that a cutcell will be the site of a neck or of branching in a diagram.
Gaster and Wise propose three definitions of increasing strength for when a 2-cell R in a disk diagram D is a cutcell:
(1) D − closure(R ) has more than one component. Wise [2] suggests adding the assumption that each 2-cell R in X embeds in the universal cover ‹ X -that is,
). This renders definitions (1) and (2) equivalent.
We present a counterexample to the strong form:
The presentation 2-complex X associated to the presentation
enjoys the strongest form of the generalized Dehn property (definition (3) of cutcell). Moreover, both 2-cells in X embed in its universal cover ‹

X .
First we will present an example which is more elementary, but where one of the 2-cells of X fails to embed in the universal cover ‹ X . 
Theorem 2. The presentation 2-complex X associated to the presentation 〈a
The example of Theorem 2 illuminates the difference between the three definitions of cutcell. In the diagram depicted in Figure 1 each of the four pentagonal cells are cutcells in the sense of (1) since removing one and taking the closure disconnects a monogon. But they are not cutcells in the sense of (2) or (3). For an example with cutcells in the sense of (1) and (2), but not (3), see the remark at the end of this note. The cutcells discussed in our proof of Theorem 1 are cutcells in all three senses.
In general, disk-diagrams need not be topological disks. They can have 1-dimensional portions or cutvertices. The following lemma tells us that we may focus on disk diagrams that are topological disks. • 2 , we obtain
That both 2-cells in X embed in its universal cover ‹ X is then evident from the observation that every subword one reads a portion of its boundary circuit represents a non-trivial element in 2 * F 4 .
Let π : G → 2 be the projection killing the factor F 4 and sending a and b to (1, 0) and (0, 1), respectively. Thus π(a 1 
This map π is induced by the combinatorial map ρ from X to the presentation complex T (a torus) of by collapsing a 2 , b 2 , c 2 , c 3 . The cell complex structure on T = 2 is that of the unit square grid with each square divided into two triangles, as shown on the right in Figure 2 Let p = (x , y ) ∈ T be the point of the image under ρ with minimal x among all points with minimal y . Let R be a 2-cell of the disk diagram whose image in T contains p . We consider cases. If R is a pentagon then its left, bottom and diagonal faces (i.e. edges) are free. Otherwise the image in T of an adjacent 2-cell would contradict our choice of p or the fact that D is minimal area and so reduced. Therefore R is a shell in this case. If, instead, R is a triangle then, similarly, its left and bottom faces are free. So (as D is redueced) it abuts a pentagon along its length-3 diagonal boundary segment. But then this pentagon is a (strong) cutcell. So X satisfies the (strong) generalized Dehn property.
We conclude with three remarks. (2), but this diagram contains no spurs or shells and it has no cutcells in the sense of (3).
Remark 4. The presentation
• 
